Using scissors or a fabric cutter and mat, cut along traced outline. Be sure to cut out the edge-notch, as this will be your guide for creating the correct coozie size.
Sew or glue the overlapped pieces together. If sewing, use straight pins to keep the loop together while you work. **Suggestion:** Try a simple zigzag stitch to add a bit of whimsy to your cup coozie.

Create a loop with the felt. Overlap the ends just past the edge notch (approximately ¾ of an inch). The coozie will be tapered, with the top wider than the bottom by just less than one inch.

Add embellishments to give your cup coozie a personal touch.
- Embroider shapes, names, or fall foliage.
- Sew on a few fun buttons.
- Glue on extra felt pieces to create a collage.